ANSWERS
Day 1

Word Builder
Choose the letters from the box to form the hidden words. Then circle the words.

- mp as sick
- an is loc

Our van broke down yesterday.
My dog plays fetch with a stick.
We had a blast at our block party.
I mixed up a batch of cookie dough.
My favorite dog is a black lab.
We'd love to go to Europe on a trip one day.
I had to grab a cookie before my brother ate them all.

Day 5

Find the Nouns
Color red the common nouns found in the present tense sentences. Then circle the present tense verbs.

- finished
- took
- had
- ran
- was
- did

Capitalization
Correct the sentences below by capitalizing the first word and punctuation.

I think I should go to bed early tonight.
I can't direct me to memorial hospital.
Our brother's name is Jack.
I forget to bring my glasses when we went to pick.

Day 8

Capitalize and Punctuation
Choose the proper way to write each sentence.

- I'm a kind girl.
- It's a kind girl.
- It's a kind girl.

I have a boy. It's a boy. It's a boy.
I have a baby. It's a baby. It's a baby.

- On a need. On a need. On a need.
- On a need. On a need.

How are you today? How are you today? How are you today?

Write each sentence properly on the line beside it.

Jake is two.
Is Maya sick?
Phil is friendly.

Day 9

Writing
Copy the sentences into the blanks provided.

The cat she walks on padded claws.

The wolf on the hills lays stealthy paws.

Ordering Directions
Put these instructions in the correct order.

- First, go down the street.
- Second, turn left.
- Third, turn right.

Day 10

Connect the Capitalization
Correct the sentences below by underlining the correct capitalization.

I like to ride the cable cars in San Francisco.
My best friend lives on Main Street.
I'm going to the zoo on the first Friday in April.
She's taking the train to Indianapolis next week.
I live in the United States.
My dad's name is Alan.

Day 11

Compound Words
A compound word is made up of more than one word. Sometimes we need to break down the words in the list to understand the meaning.

- come stick
- multi place ground plane
- doll stone cut chair

Day 12

Writing
Copy the sentences into the blanks provided.

My clothes are soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm, just as soft and warm.

I'm so sorry for the poor out in the cold.

When two words in the sentence closest together?

fold cold

Day 13

Capitalize and Punctuation
Underline the words in each sentence that will make a correct sentence.

I'm so excited for Thanksgiving!
Would you like to go to central park?
What is your favorite food from the bell?
What is your favorite Christmas song?
My parents' birthday is on a Saturday this year.
Day 14
Writing

Copy this poem by Christina Rossetti: Strike a flint, and there is nothing to admire; Strike a flint, and forthwith flash out sparks of fire.

Strike a flint, and there is nothing to admire; Strike a flint, and forthwith flash out sparks of fire.

Which two words in the poem above rhyme?

admire fire

Day 18
Spelling
Choose the correctly spelled form of each word below.

all a off a gives a cups a cows past a patches a patches a kiss a kissers a kiss, a looks a tiny a toys a toys a a bears a babies a fish a with a wishes a watch a fires a fish

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words below.

color colors box boxes peach peaches play plays miss misses berry berries thief thieves sheep sheep

(answers will vary)

Day 19
Rhyming

Circle the rhyming words in the poem by Christina Rossetti. Underline the words that rhyme.

Fly away, Fly away, over the sea.
Sunday-loving swallow, for summer is done.
Come again, come again, come back home.

Bringing the summer and bringing the sun.

Write your own poem in praise of summer’s here, summer’s here, let’s go and play.
Write your own poem in praise of summer’s here, summer’s here, let’s go and play.

Make up your own poem in praise of summer’s here, summer’s here, let’s go and play.

Day 20
Writing

Copy the final stanza of this poem by Christina Rossetti:

Boats sail on the rivers,
And ships sail on the seas;
But clouds that sail across the sky
Are prettier far than these.

Here is a word list of four that didn’t belong any where. Cut out the words that don’t belong any where.

ox ox ox ox
child child
women women
mice mice
person person

Day 21
Spelling

Write the proper spelling words on your spelling words.

nd st

po st__________ sa nd__________
lo st__________ li st__________
no st__________ ho nd__________
gro nd__________ co st__________
po nd__________ in the mud r st__________

Day 22
Writing

Find your spelling words in the word list below. Use the word box if you need to. These are a part of sentences. The words are in the blank’s place.

post nest list
lost hard hand
sand ear nest

g r a n d

Day 23
Spelling

Unscramble your spelling words in the blank.

n a r t s u t a r t s u t a r t s u t a r t s u t

I added milk to the grocery list.
The birds built a nest in the tree.
It was post noon so we had lunch.
I couldn’t find my lost toy truck.
My sister likes to dig in the sand.
My broken arm is in a cast.
I use my left hand to write.
We made a grand entrance.
The ducks swam in the pond.
There was rust on his bike.

Day 24
Spelling

Now try to spell your words. Use the picture to help you remember.

My sister likes to dig in the sand.
The birds built a nest in the tree.
My dog’s broken leg is in a cast.
I added milk to the grocery list.
I use my left hand to write.

My sister likes to dig in the sand.
The birds built a nest in the tree.
My dog’s broken leg is in a cast.
I added milk to the grocery list.
I use my left hand to write.

Day 25
Spelling

Use the lines below to write your spelling words as they are presented to you.

cast ________ past ________
grand ________ hand ________
rust ________ list ________
lost ________ pond ________
sand ________ nest ________

Circle the screw blanks.
**Day 28**

**Singular and Plural nouns**

- A moose is singular when it refers to each one: moose, mooses, moose.
- A moose is plural when there are more than one: moose, mooses, moose.

Try to use 'moo' to say what you want to say.

- Horse, horses, ball, balls
- Faces, face, books, book
- Shirt, shirts, clock, clocks
- Doors, door, game, games

Write these plural nouns from your reading today or sentences you've read.

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 30**

**Plural Rules**

The regular plural rule for nouns is to add '-s' or '-es' to the noun. This rule applies to most nouns.

- Example: dog, dogs
- Example: child, children

Some nouns have irregular plural forms. These forms have their own rules.

- Example: book, books
- Example: mouse, mice

Write the plural form of each noun:

- Knife, knives
- Wish, wishes
- Try, tries
- Inch, inches
- Box, boxes
- Leaf, leaves

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 35**

**Fishing for Nouns**

- A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea.

Find these nouns in the picture below:

- Fair
- Door
- Trash
- Hair

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 36**

**Ar words**

- Near, near
- Far, far

I went out into the **yard** to play.

We filled our **cart** at the store.

My dog likes to **bark** at the TV.

The swings at the **park** are fun.

The **harp** makes a pretty sound.

My grandmother lives **far** away.

The hayloft is in the **barn**.

My sister is afraid of the **dark**.

His **arm** was in a sling.

My mom drives a **red car**.

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 37**

**Er sound**

- Her, her
- Her, theirs

Fill in the missing **er** sounds in these words:

- Shout, shout
- Shout, shout

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 38**

**Proper Nouns**

- Yellowstone National Park, United States
- The British Museum
- The Eiffel Tower
- The Taj Mahal

My favorite day of the week is **Monday**.

1. **Monday**
2. **Tuesday**
3. **Wednesday**
4. **Thursday**
5. **Friday**
6. **Saturday**
7. **Sunday**

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 40**

**Spelling**

Write these words that make the **ire** sound. Use different ways to spell the **ire** sound.

- Fire, fire
- Tire, tire

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 41**

**Spelling**

Write words that make the **by** sound.

1. by
2. why
3. *why*
4. will
5. vary

_(answers will vary)_

**Day 42**

**Play Ball**

Help the baseball player choose the correct ball to hit. Color the baseball that the player should choose.

_(answers will vary)_

_(answers will vary)_
Day 43

Different Nouns
A noun is a person, place, thing or idea. A proper noun is a specific person, place, thing or idea. Since they are names, proper nouns are always capitalized.

Card ___________
Colony ___________

Are the following nouns common or proper? Write C or P in the box beside the common noun and proper nouns. Write N if it is a noun.

1. cereal **C**
2. planet **P**
3. Mexico **P**
4. chair **C**
5. Renu **P**

Write 3 common nouns: ___________
Write 2 proper nouns: ___________

Day 44

Owl
Put the hidden word in all of the spaces with words that have the same letter root. A clue is the hidden word.

**mask**
**run**
**plug**
**point**
**paw**
**pint**
**play**
**cat**
**fat**
**sue**
**cares**
**bears**
**dars**

Write your name, phone number, and address:
Name: ___________
Phone: ___________
Address: ___________

Day 45

Crossword
Put the hidden word in the boxes with the same letter root. A clue is the hidden word.

1. A small group of animals. **flock**
2. The cold season. **winter**
3. The opposite of hot. **cold**
4. A four-letter word for a fruit. **apple**

Circle the common noun and crossing the proper noun.

Day 46

Aw sound
Use the words from the box to fill in the blanks. Then draw a picture of one of the sentences you drew sound "aw" sound.

saw  paw  cause  draw  pause  flow

My dog licked his **paw**.
I love to __________ pictures.
We had to __________ the movie.
My biggest __________ is a lack of patience.
I __________ a deer in the backyard.
She's raising money for a good __________.

Day 47

Al words
Use the words from the box to fill in the blanks. Then draw a picture of one of the sentences you wrote sound "aw" sound.

tell  walked  tall  call  all  tall

I heard my mom __________ for me so I __________ down the __________. I tripped over a toy and had quite the fall! I needed a bandage for my knee. Thankfully, I am __________ because they were on the top shelf. As my little sister would say, the bandage made it __________ better.

(ex. ball, mall, talked, wall, etc.)

Day 48

Nouns
Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns. Then write the homophones in the blanks or in the circles.

1. biggest  biggest
2. best  best
3. her  here
4. it's  it's
5. those  those
6. two  two

Day 49

Story Order
Read the story below. Then put the pictures in the order that they happened in the story by numbering the pictures. Finally, circle the "aw" sound words from the story.

During the week, I do a lot of the same things. I wake up in the morning and make my bed. I have breakfast and then start my school work. I'm usually done by lunch time. After lunch, I love to ride my bike. It's good exercise and a lot of fun. I also like to build things and try to figure out how things work. At the end of the day, I love to relax in the bathtub. What does your daily schedule look like?

Day 50

Singing words
Each of these phrases names a sound that is in the word. Write the word below each picture and put the phrase above it. Then write four sentences using your words.

swing  wing
string  ring
spring

(answers will vary)

Day 51

Ink sound
Fill in the blank with the "ink" sound that best fits the sentence.

What a skunk has __________
When I close my eyes __________
What's inside a pen __________
What I do with my brain __________
What I do with milk __________

I'm my cousin is __________. I'm so excited!
Day 52

Art sound
Fill in the missing "art" words below:

black, thank, drink, draw, shrink, drink, think, blank, meat.

After the skunk sprayed, the air __ sank __. I drank some milk.

My heart __ sank __ when I heard the news. I always say please and thank you.

The dock had a loose __ plank __ of wood. We got some money at the __ bank __.

When I __ drank __ my favorite colors, red is number one.

The old-fashioned ice cream maker had a hand __ crank __.

Day 53

Language Review

Noun Review

Underline the nouns in each sentence.
The girls played with their dolls in the classroom.
The boys kicked the ball in the backyard.
Samuel needs a back in his bed.
The phone rang and woke up Jan.

Write P or B for proper or common in the blank sentence.
Book C, James P

Write a sentence using adjectives in two ways. Examples: The big, open window opened. The big, open window opened.

Day 54

Art sound
Fill in the missing "art" words below:

sing, ring, hang, hang, hang

The phone __ rang __ and woke me up. It was my Aunt Cathy. She __ sang __ Happy Birthday to me. I sat straight up in bed and tried not to __ hang __ my head on the wall. I told my aunt, "Don't __ hang __ up, but my birthday is next week!" We had a good laugh.

Day 55

Art sound
Color one of the words in the puzzle that means "sing." Color the rest of the words blue.

Day 56

Art sound
Color one of the words in the puzzle that means "sing." Color the rest of the words blue.

Day 57

Digraph sound
The __ ng __ words need to be in the black banner. Draw an American flag with the words that correspond to the sentence.

Pledge, edge, badge, badge, badge

I learned a __ badge __ in my scout program.

I love to make peppermint __ fudge __ with my mom.

We stayed at the __ lodge __ when we went on vacation.

I saw a rainbow at the __ edge __ of the clouds.

We said the __ Pledge __ of Allegiance.

Day 58

Homonyms
Homonyms are words that sound alike but have different spellings and meanings. For each sentence below, circle the homonym that best fits the sentence. Draw one line through the others you made.

The __ was drinking from the stream. (deer, door)
I __ the bus was late. (meat, mist)
I really __ to get more sleep. (need, mood)
The __ flew overhead. (plane, plain)
That's my mom over __. (their, there)
The doctor was on __ late. (our, our)
My cat has a fluffy __. (tail, tale)

The __ ate all of the honey. (bear, bare)
We __our bikes all the way home. (rove, rode)
Cannibals eat __ (meat, melt)

Add the numbers to find the sum.

Day 59

Word Scramble

Unscramble the letters in the words that end with the same ending as well.

tfyf __ fifty __

yingco __ candy

npoy __ pony

byab __ baby

yenmo __ money

Write a sentence using anything you want. Remember to start and finish it.

(answers will vary)

Day 60

La ending
Fill in the "la" word in the blanks below. Use the picture if you need to figure out the word. You can color the picture if you want.

We lit a __ candle __ when the power went out.

My favorite snack is an __ apple __ with peanut butter.

My baby brother loves to drink his __ bottle __.

My pet __ turtle __ is named Myrtle.

We eat at the dining room __ table __.

(answers will vary)

What question do you think best fits this week?
Day 73

Writing

Copy the sentence. Buster Bear could squash me by just stepping on me, but he doesn’t try it.

Plurals

Write the plural in the blank next to each word.

place, places  tax, taxes

match, matches  lady, ladies

mess, messes  wife, wives

Day 74

Action Verbs

Each box contains one action verb. Circle it.

1. paper  snow  sheet  skiing
2. watching  note  brother  bag
3. green  hair  write  cheek
4. cheer  wagon  lamp  tissue
5. chair  sit  tooth  shorts
6. noise  loud  shout  ear
7. library  book  quiet  word
8. google  happy  smiley  mouth
9. couch  (break)  short  floor
10. ice  water  shoes  vote

Day 77

Verb Fishing

Circle the verb at the end of each sentence. Write the verb in the blank at the end of the sentence.

Day 78

Verb Types

Each sentence has a subject, a verb, and an object. Circle the subject and underline the verb in each of the following sentences.

1. Rebecca painted a beautiful picture.
2. The ball rolled down the hill.
4. God’s creation is magnificent.
5. Mr. Anderson teaches math.

The first verb in each sentence is the subject verb. Write the verb in the sentence with an underline. Which verb is the indirect object?

Day 79

To be

Remember that verbs show actions and states of being. Circle the verbs in each sentence. Some sentences have more than one verb.

The phone rang.

The blue vase is really loud.

The color changed down the street.

The cat chased the mouse.

My favorite color is bright green.

There was nothing good on TV.

The concert was over the moon.

We were surprised when we heard the news.

The concert is excellent, so I closed.

Are you writing all of the verbs?

We decided to go for PE today.

How high can you throw a ball?

They chose the class because the speaker was sick.

Day 81

Writing

Write a sentence that is a question. Underline the question word. Circle the answer. Write the answer in an exclamation. What punctuation mark does all of these words need?

Day 82

Find the Verbs

Circle the hidden verb! The verb is a verb, color the space above. It is not a verb, color the space gray.

Day 83

Action Verbs

Remember that verbs show actions. Copy the verb in each sentence. Circle the action verbs in each of the sentences below.

Day 84

Uncle Bob was home, but now he’s not.

The ball is flat now since it hit a nail.

Tomorrow it will be hot.

Yesterday it was cold.

I will be going to the store later.

They were loud, but now they are quiet.

It is a beautiful day, isn’t it?

You will be coming over later.

Day 85

Writing

Write a sentence that is a question. Underline the question word. Circle the answer. Write the answer in an exclamation. What punctuation mark does all of these words need?
Day 102

**Action Verbs**

For each sentence, find the action verb and write it in the box.

1. We went to the store early Friday morning. **went**
2. We put the groceries into the shopping cart. **put**
3. We had to wait at the checkout for a long time. **wait**
4. We finally paid the cashier for our groceries. **paid**
5. We then loaded our car with all of the groceries. **loaded**
6. We carefully drove home for a late lunch. **drove**

What verb is the action verb in each sentence?

I read the whole book. My dad grilled our burgers.

**Day 103**

**Linking Verbs**

The underlined verb in each sentence connects the subject to the predicate.

1. All the kids who came over yesterday looked happy. **looked**
2. She was so hungry she wanted seconds. **wanted**
3. Harriet is an award-winning chef. **is**
4. Her shoes are the most stylish I’ve ever seen. **are**
5. My dad is finally and is asking for ice tea. **is**

Which word is the linking verb in each sentence?

We were late for church. My sister has been sick.

**Day 104**

**Verb Tenses**

Look at the underlined verb in each sentence and circle the tense of the verb.

1. We will go to church tomorrow. **(will go)**
2. I rode my bike yesterday. **(rode)**
3. My sister is sleeping right now. **(sleeping)**
4. Yesterday, we ate pancakes. **(ate)**
5. I will follow God forever. **(followed/will follow)**

**Day 106**

**Spelling**

Underline the correct word in each sentence and write the misspelled word.

I can name the class in which the word comes from the misspelled word.

1. bird
2. cat
3. how
4. go
5. dog

**Day 107**

**Verb Tenses**

Underline the correct verb in each sentence to match the rest of the sentence.

1. If the correct tense of the verb is incorrect, circle the noun.

(a) dog: Yesterday, my dog dug a hole. **dug**
(b) sing: I will sing a solo next week. **will sing**
(c) write: I wrote a poem last night. **wrote**
(d) is: She is sleeping right now. **is sleeping**
(e) play: Later, we will play outside. **will play**
(f) cooks: Whenever he cooks, I eat well. **cooks**
(g) watch: We are watching the game now. **are watching**
(h) run: I ran a race last week. **ran**
(i) ate: I ate too much earlier. **ate**
(j) sit: Next time, I will sit beside you. **sit**

**Day 109**

**Writing**

Copy the sentences. Be sure to include the underlined word in the sentence. Underline the correct part of speech in each sentence below.

Riley swept the kitchen.

Andrew rode his bike.

Olivia threw the ball.

The surfer caught the big wave.

The phone rang loudly.

The pig rolled in the mud.

The rainbow appeared over the clouds.

The dishwasher cleaned the dishes.

My mom went to the store.

**Day 112**

**Capitalization and Punctuation**

Correct the sentence by underlining the words that should be capitalized and putting proper punctuation in each sentence.

The man who has made up his mind to win, said Napoleon, will never say impossible. **said Napoleon, “will never say impossible.”**

The is the first Roman who was very proud and brave, did not think there was much danger.

**Day 113**

**Writing**

Copy the sentence. Write the Roman who was very proud and brave. Did not think there was much danger.

At first the Romans who were very proud and brave, did not think there was much danger.
Day 147

Contractions

Use the base below to write the contractions for each. You may use the example as a guide.

we'll  I've  you're  he's  (other answers will vary)

Day 148

Spelling Suffixes

full of cheer  cheerful
without use  useless
in a way that is brave  bravely
being loud  loudness
in a way that is sad  sadly
full of hope  hopeful
without fear  fearless
in a way that is slow  slowly
being kind  kindness

Day 149

Word Builder

Choose the words that best fit in the blanks.

I needed to ___ all ___ mom when I was ready to be picked up.

My d___ is the smartest one on the planet.

I love to d___ pictures for my dad.

I tripped on a ___ g ___ on our hike.

My brother is so ___ ta ___ he can touch the ceiling.

call  dog  draw  log

Day 151

Word Match

Choose a line that means the word is definition. Then write all of the words on the line in the behavioral response or want statement.

fused penalty grumpily
groaned antenae grumbled
promised advantage angry

Day 152

Writing

Copy the sentence. "I'm afraid I don't know how," replied the country lad.

What are two connections in the sentence?

What did the contraction mean?

I am do not

Can you find a contraction in the sentence?

Can you find a common noun in the sentence?

lad

Day 153

Writing

Copy the sentence. "I'll have to teach Danny Rugg a good lesson," said Bert to his cousin.

What is the contraction in the sentence?

I'll

What does the contraction mean?

I will

Can you find any nouns in the sentence?

his

danny rugg bert

Day 154

Writing

Copy the sentence. "That's what we'll do!" cried Bert, steering toward it.

There is an 's' missing in the sentence. Is it possessive or a contraction?

contraction

What does it mean?

That is

Can you find a noun in the sentence?

It

Can you find a proper noun in the sentence?

Bert

Day 157

Word Builder

Choose the letters that best fit the blanks after the sentence. Write in appropriate spelling. Write each complete word on the lines at the bottom of the page.

The wind ___ blew ___ so hard it knocked over my bicycle.

My father's ___ o_ ___ was so muddy it left tracks all over the floor.

The m___ o___ n is full and beautiful tonight.

I got some n___ aw ___ shoes yesterday.

It to_ ___ ok ___ a week but I finished the whole book.

I hope y___ au ___ have a great day!

blew  boot  moon  new  took you

Day 158

Word Match

Draw a line from the word to its definition. Then write the words on the lines in the behavioral response or want statement, using your own handwriting.

changing the way you look  looking like someone else

a flash of light during a storm  what it's like outside, including temperatures and winds

make a deep rolling sound  bring something to someone or some place

a noise that you hear during a storm  where the sky and earth appear to meet

horizon  thunder  delivery

bolt  dispatch  disguise

disguise  weather  rumbled

lightning  thunder  delivery

horizon  thunder  delivery

bolt  dispatch  disguise

weather  rumbled  lightning
Day 159

Writing

Corin turned around. There came another thaw, and a freeze followed some days later, making good skating.

Then came another thaw, and a freeze followed some days later, making good skating.

Can you find the past tense verb in the sentences?

came followed

Can you find two past tense verbs in the same sentence?

Which word is the noun?

week, dog, apple

Which word is the verb?

suit, plaid, spoon

Can you find two present tense verbs in the same sentence?

making

Day 161

Vowel Paring

Use the vowel pair to write words for each vowel. Write two words:

seed / boot

week / bobigs

suit / plain

spoon / oink

read / toes

oink / trail

tries / cook

trail / bear

jail / tree

You can practice the vowel pairs:

tree

Which word is the noun?

The ball rolled downhill.

Which word is the verb?

Practice

Which word is the verb?

The day looked disgusted.

Which word is the noun?

Dog

Which word is the verb?

My shoe is untied.

Which word is the noun?

Is

Which word is the verb?

He jumped off the swing.

Which word is the noun?

The show left cold.

Day 162

Grammar

We write all of the avoir underlined words because the sentence is not correct.

Practice

Which word is the noun?

She jumped from the tree.

Which word is the verb?

The ball rolled downhill.

Which word is the verb?

Practice

Which word is the noun?

The day looked disgusted.

Which word is the verb?

Dog

Which word is the verb?

My shoe is untied.

Which word is the noun?

Is

Which word is the verb?

He jumped off the swing.

Which word is the noun?

The show left cold.

Day 163

Matching

These spelling words sound the same but have different spellings. Read through the words and circle the letter pair that the definitions use in the right of the word. There is only one circled letter pair. Pick a matching game to help you learn the spelling on your own.

see / look at

dear / the animal

die / stop living

meet / come together

road / a street

sea / the ocean

dear / beloved one

die / stop living

dye / a coloring

meet / come together

meat / the food

rode / travelled on or in

Day 164

Spelling

Do you remember your spelling words? Fill in the blanks in the correct word

see / look at

sea / the ocean

dear / the animal

dear / beloved one

die / stop living

dye / a coloring

meet / come together

meat / the food

rode / travelled on or in

Day 165

Spelling Bee

Using your spelling words from the top backwards, write the blanks below to a

tree / the noun

The sea is salty.

A deer came into our yard last night.

My family is very dear to me.

The leaves die and fall in autumn.

We used green dye and fall in autumn.

Can we meet at the park?

Vegetarians don't eat meat.

The road was full of traffic.

We rode our bikes all weekend.

Day 178

Final Research Project

If you want to complete your book on the pages from this week and in your

booklet, write the other things you have done. Day 166, Day 167, Day 168,

Final Research Project

Practice your spelling words. Circle where’s wrong in the sentences below.

Good girl is a really good dancer.

Impared

My mom likes to feed the birds in our backyard.

OmniGLenums

By brother’s favorite sport is hockey.

Impared

The three girls all matched.

Impared

The boy went to their den for some rest.

Impared

Our coach stayed with us while we waited for our parents.

Impared

The boys went home, but the helper did finish his work.

Impared

Watch out! The stove is very hot.

Impared

Each patient would like to thanks you for your kindness.

Impared

Day 180

Verb Review

Early morning, we went to town. The boy went to school. We could watch

Chase on TV. We went to the zoo.

flew

by

to town

was

at the zoo

could

watch

on TV

went

to school

went

to the zoo